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Many of Delhi’s national treasures are dying due to apathy and
neglect. With centuries of history embedded in these places, they
lie in the heart of densely populated ‘urban villages’ and yet are
isolated, increasingly subject to vandalism and encroachment their cultural significance seemingly lost. In the last century, the
collective memory of the communities around these monuments
has been shaped by poverty, depression and an influx of immigrants with no prior connections to these places. This is clearly
illustrated by the state these monuments are suffering.

The host site, Zafar Mahal, is in Mehrauli village in New Delhi, India.
It is the ruined palace of the last Mughal Emperor in India, built in
stages during the 19th century, encompassing an ancient tomb. It
was ruined during India’s First War of Independence in 1857 and
not occupied again until 1947, when the British exited India and
Hindu refugees sought shelter while moving away from the newly
formed Pakistan. Today, even though it is a protected monument,
Zafar Mahal is continuously encroached upon and is degrading as
it disappears.

Research suggests that sense of identity comes from a sense of
place. Applying Gaston Bachelard’s concept of ‘primal image’
created by these monuments, what does this space mean to
the community and how can that meaning be kept intact while
inviting new associations? This thesis seeks to examine the role
our built environment plays in relation to our identity. Can the
collective memory of communities in the urban villages of Delhi be
altered by an architectural intervention in the derelict and decaying monuments they surround, reactivating connection with their
heritage and helping in creating new memories?

The proposed intervention seeks to breathe new life into the ruin
by connecting the surrounding community with its past. Zafar
Mahal will be a museum workshop, encompassing craft, food and
heritage. Following the Venice Charter, the new layer of history
being added through the interventions is distinct from the original, and yet echoes the older design language. Passive cooling
elements taken from vernacular architecture form an inherent part
of the design. These interventions make the host habitable once
again and recall its original function by inviting the community
in with a promise of succor, rest and relaxation while absorbing
culture and history.
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castelvecchio museum, scarpa, 1965 - 73

The LAYERS OF TIME embedded into the structure:
1354 AD – Castelvecchio created on two sides of Commune Wall, consisting of the reggia (palace) and torre del mastio ( highest watch tower)
1797 AD – Napolean’s troops took over. Added Caserma (Napolean wing – L shaped barracks)
and a grand stair case against the commune wall. The internal courtyard was also created.
1923 AD – converted to museum, Sala (room) Avena and Sala Bogia added. Fascist style
architecture involved. Forlati, the architect, reconstructed towers, turned the French utilitarian barracks facade into a late Gothic style facade, added fake beams, fountains, and medieval-looking foundations ‘in an attempt to reverse history to create a place of culture that never
was. The bones of the castle remained, but the architecture now told a false history.’
1969 AD – redesigned by Scarpa who as per Verheij ‘created dialogue by showcasing the
essence of what was going on underneath by adopting the geological processes of adding and
subtracting’ albeit in a didactic manner. Staircase built by Napolean demolished, and the void
created used to visualize the layers of time and separate the individual buildings. The idea of
‘palimpsest’ became the base of the design.

14 sfoorti sachdev

Image source:
right: https://issuu.com/tasostheodorakakis/docs/scarpa_comp
left: https://issuu.com/tasostheodorakakis/docs/scarpa_comp
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CREATING LAYERS
Scarpa shows the stratification of the four layers of history in the building by highlighting and
enhancing elements from different time periods though various techniques.
To bring the inauthenticity of the gothic walls from the Fascist period to notice, he adds a
second façade (thin glass behind the gothic windows) behind the existing façade, creating a
layer to break the symmetry. According to Murphy, he treats the original façade as a solid wall,
which ‘at the edges reveals a series of surfaces or layers.’ This inner layer also strengthens the
idea that the outer layer is eroded and cut (as per Verheij).

He creates this walkway along the
riverfront ramparts that gives views
across the water, but also a close-up
look at how the various layers of the
building come together as per the
blog ‘thelongroadtovenice’.

Gap between new staircase and
old wall

THE IDEA OF THE ‘GAP
Kenneth Frampton described Scarpa’s work as the ‘adoration of the joint’. In his attention to detail,
he honors the joints where different materials meet, cutting niches into spaces where the elements
join. The moments of delay which are introduced let the spectator participate in a sensory journey of
spending more time to record the different aspects, materials and layers. Verheij feels that this leads
to the idea of the ‘gap’, of things not touching and delaying is expressed in the object. The gaps also
help in highlighting the different layers of time.
The second floor which Scarpa adds in the exhibition area (Caserma) is a very important layer for him
as well. He renders it as a floating platform inscribed by an irregularly spaced grid, offset from the surrounding walls.

Gap between old wall and frame of new
floor

Image source:
top right: https://thelongroadtovenice.com/2011/07/
bottom left: https://in.pinterest.com/pin/346777240040980493/?lp=true
bottom right: https://www.inexhibit.com/mymuseum/castelvecchio-museum-verona/
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Gap between new roof and old wall

Image source:
top right: http://www.breakfastmissionpublishing.com/
bottom middle: https://in.pinterest.com/pin/535576580662353047/?lp=true
bottom right: https://twitter.com/furmadamadam/status/1043899450320662528
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ORIENTATION OF EXHIBITS
As per a study by Peponis and Stavroulaki, the idea behind the orientation of the exhibits can be discovered through movement.
The statues are placed non symmetrically to encourage movement
around them resulting in the discovery of the geometrical proportions. He also uses the gaze of the statues such that one is oriented

PLACEMENT OF THE CANGRANDE STATUE
The Cangrande statue (14th century statue of the Lord of Verona,
the greatest symbol of the city) is placed at the most dramatic point of the exhibition. Its placed at the meeting point of the
Caserma with the commune wall and the Reggia, where Scarpa
creates a new hierarchy in the layers of time, erasing the Napoleonic staircase to reveal and emphasize the wall and the moat, thus
choosing to glorify this period of its history over the others. While
changing distance, position and height towards the statue, the
visitor is provided with multiple viewings of the Cangrande, thus,
instead of it being the centerpiece, its made a part of the ‘essence
of the place’ for the viewer.

toward the other, thus creating a relationship which encourages
further navigation.
The paintings are placed on free standing easels close to the wall
edges encouraging navigation and different distances from the
walls. The angles of the easels are such that some face the courtyard and some the Adige. There is no repetition of a type of space,
backdrops or movement during the whole journey.

Image source:
left: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/55e3/957e13200407c3e2bedbcc2e
57f1ea126810.pdf?_ga=2.137469168.1791476455.1544886029right top: https://thelongroadtovenice.com/2011/07/
right bottom: https://thelongroadtovenice.com/2011/07/
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Image source:
top right: https://archiobjects.org/museo-castelvecchio-verona-italy-carlo-scarpa/
bottom left: https://www.flickr.com/photos/dystopos/11427195
bottom middle:http://www.enews.tech/castelvecchio-detail.html
bottom right: https://thelongroadtovenice.com/2011/07/
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FRAGMENTS AND SCALE
Fragments such as staircases, water basins, sculptures, lawns, roofs, courtyards, openings and fountains added to the structure change
how the space is experienced. The building was described as ‘a continually unfolding promenade that would mark its progress through
space by discrete articulation of different elements’ by Frampton.
Robert Verhiej further drew attention to how Scarpa engaged with detail at all scales - from a switch plate to the garden, the façade,
the plan, the section, the object and the detail - giving them all the same amount of significance (thus propagating the concept of
‘polyphony’). Within these scales, the architectural tools he used are ‘the gesture of an inviting step’ or ‘an engulfing moment’ or ‘steel
that does not touch an existing wall’ or ‘paving to define the geometry of the space’. Different elements of the old and the new were put
together such that they created the desired tension.

Image source:
left: http://www.breakfastmissionpublishing.com/
middle top: https://issuu.com/tasostheodorakakis/docs/scarpa_comp
middle bottom: http://architectuul.com/architecture/castelvecchio-museum
right top: https://in.pinterest.com/pin/505951339383259051/
right middle: https://thelongroadtovenice.com/2011/07/
right bottom: http://www.enews.tech/castelvecchio-detail.html
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CONTINOUS PLAY BETWEEN THE INDOOR AND THE OUTDOOR
Treating the garden as a continuation of interior spaces. Moments of stillness felt in the in-between spaces. The old water bodies in the
landscape brought back into play by re-emphasis and new ones (with Mondrian influences) added as a part of an unfolding pathway
leading to the entrance of the interior portion of the museum .

Image source:
left: https://thelongroadtovenice.com/2011/07/
top middle: http://www.enews.tech/castelvecchio-detail.html
bottom middle: https://www.italiantalks.com/italian-experience/magnificent-lord-walk-veronas-castelvecchio-museum-2-2/
top right: https://archiobjects.org/museo-castelvecchio-verona-italy-carlo-scarpa/
bottom right: http://www.flickriver.com/photos/52165327@N00/sets/72157621846349399/
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salemi, collova and siza, 1980’s

Subtraction - caused by earthquake

Salemi, a small town in Sicily was devastated by a strong earthquake in January, 1968 and abandoned for a long time. In the 1980’s the
government asked Siza and Collova to restore it. The architects felt that the physical image and presence of the ruins was important and
wanted to restore it such that ‘the spirit and the essence of the place’ was maintained. They achieved this by ’subtractions, nicks, cuts,
re-use of materials’ and additions such as steps and pavers where the town had been affected by the earthquake, insertion of some columns in the piazza, metal pipes to prop up unsound structures and so on. The project aimed at finding ‘unity through the composition
of fragments’.

Additions – bandages in the form of
steps, pavers and street furniture to
heal the town where it was injured by
the earthquake.

They also considered the ‘the matters of law and construction, the dimensional relationships and decorative patterns’ inherent in the
town structure before making the interventions to follow the same principles going forward.
In the words of Versaci and Cardaci, ‘Church Salemi is an example of careful development of the environment produced on the basis of
an incessant alternation between continuity and ruptured, aimed at memory’s maintenance, operated through the method of invention
and the reconstruction of new architectural elements starting from the traces of the place’s memory.’

Image source:
top: XXXXXX
image bottom: XXXXX

Subtraction
- from the town by the earthquake
- of rubble and unsound structures
by architects

Scale of intervention – whole town

Ruins of the church visualized as a backdrop to
the new stage created. This stage also acts as a
piazza where the community can get together
once more.

Type of interventions – lots of small
interventions (subtractions, additions) unifying the town
Modern structural additions to prop up unsound elements, creating a blend
between the old and new seamlessly.

Image source: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/aug/30/where-it-

Image source:
left: ttps://www.espazium.ch/uploads/MTQzODMyOTY2Ny0zNjc1ODk1MTUwLTc0MDYtNw==.pdf
middle: https://issuu.com/dida-unifi/docs/fa2006-1/62

was-but-not-how-it-was-how-the-sicilian-earthquake-divided-a-town-salemi

right: https://issuu.com/dida-unifi/docs/fa2006-1/62
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bontida 407105, romania, re-frame by
alexandru fleseriu & peter eszter, 2015

In this project, Fleseriu and Eszter transformed castle space into workshop space and multifunctional room without intervening into the
existing historical structure. The design aimed to return spatial qualities belonging to the castle before in fell into disrepair. They tried to
give the old ruin a sense of place by recreating the collapsed vault using a lighting installation hung from the ceiling. Lighting was also
used to define and highlight the structure.

Returning spatial qualities from the time of construction to the
castle

Emphasizing the center of
the vault with lighting

Defining and highlighting structure with lighting

Image source (for pg.20):
left: https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/796993/reframe-alexandru-fleseriu-plus-peter-eszte
middle: https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/796993/reframe-alexandru-fleseriu-plus-peter-eszter
right: https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/796993/reframe-alexandru-fleseriu-plus-peter-eszter
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hand drawn sketch of
site in sepia tint here

the host
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The ruined host site is located in Mehrauli village in New Delhi,
India. It has a mixed heritage dating back to the 13th century,
when a Hindu king built a tomb there. Later, when this part of
India was under Mughal rule, an emperor built a mosque in the
vicinity of this tomb to assert dominance. Succeeding emperors
were entombed built next to the famed mosque and eventually,
Bahadur Shah Zafar II built Zafar Mahal, his palace in the area in
1842, towards the end of the Mughal Era, when India was under
the British Raj. The palace was built as a retreat for the summer
and monsoon time. Apparently, it also served as a getaway from
the prying eyes of Britishers in the capital. It has been speculated
that it’s external walls were much lower than regular to signify that
it was not trying to keep anyone out.
Architecturally, though primarily Islamic in design, in places it was
influenced by the Indian and European style as well. It is made
of red sandstone i.e. local Delhi stone and off-white marble. The
ceilings which were made of wood have primarily disintegrated.
Remnants of white paint are still visible on some of the decaying
walls. King Zafar who was said to be more of a poet than a warrior,
held numerous art gatherings here in his time - evenings filled with
poetry readings and miniature painting. He loved music as well
and frequently invited one and all to performances by his musicians.

28 sfoorti sachdev

The palace was ruined during India’s First War of Independence in
1857. It was not occupied again until 1947, when the British exited
India and Hindu refugees sought shelter from the newly formed
Pakistan.
Today Zafar Mahal is a protected monument amidst an over
populated ‘urban village,’ and is slowly and continuously being encroached upon from the eastern and western sides. Even though
currently there is a lot of new development in the area, Zafar
Mahal continues to degrade.
Though technically it is a historic landmark, currently it actually
serves as a hang out for men to partake in recreational drugs, a
playground for young boys and a place to sit and play cards occasionally for old men. Parts of it are considered to be open-air urinals and the whole site is open to use as a garbage dump for the
surrounding community. It is home to wasps, bats, pigeons and
mosquitos; occasionally monkeys and dogs are also sited. Tourists
visit from December to February when its cooler.

re-activating collective memory 29

history and context

In the past seventy years, since gaining freedom, Delhi has been growing at a rapid pace and in the process has been engulfing the over
three hundred rural settlements it has been spreading around. With its gradual transformation to a metropolis, many of these settlements have been destroyed or transformed to fit the new situation abruptly.
Mehrauli, the village in which the host site is situated falls in a lal dora area. The term lal dora means red string when translated from Hindi. Till the early 1900s, villages were circled in red ink on Indian maps and this is where the term originates from. Beyond the lal dora lay
agricultural land. Anything within the lal dora was largely exempt from taxation and restrictions for land use and planning. The lal dora
areas themselves have organically grown around original town centres over many centuries and thus are often found to be littered with
historic buildings.
The first master plan of Delhi was created in 1962 as a framework for its continued growth in a more planned manner. At this point a new
term was coined by the planners for traditional settlements such as the lal dora areas - urban village. The urban villages, in exchange
for their continued freedom in terms of being exempt from taxation and no rules governing land use etc, sold their surrounding agricultural lands to the government for nominal rates. However no rules and no interference also meant that the government initially mostly
left these areas to their own devices when it came to provision of amenities such as plumbing, sewer systems and electricity. They did
start adding infrastructure eventually but in a haphazard manner over many years. As such, the presence of foul smelling open sewage
drains along the side of the streets and dangerous numbers of exposed electrical wires overhead are a common occurance. The streets
are very narrow, often only 6 ft wide and not equipped to handle the dense population occupying the space. They are constantly jostling
with throngs of people with cars stuck in-between, the blaring of horns creating a loud din. There is a distinct lack of any open and
green spaces within the village and on hot summer days the area starts feeling claustrophobic in an hour or so.
Zafar Mahal, though a protected monument of the highest level category has been encroached upon and defiled many times in the past.
When asked about this situation in an interview, an ASI official who asked to remain anonymous said that they send out notices to the
encroachers and other offenders on a regular basis, these complaints are noted and filed and then that is the end of it as ASI has not
been granted the power to do more. This circumstance is not isolated to Mehrauli and its monuments; it applies to all the urban villages
in Delhi. Whenever a fresh survey is done, it is noted that the monument numbers specially in areas such as urban villages are rapidly
reducing, bought over or encroached by property developers eager to tear the structures down and build new ones.
Mehrauli village has a central spine which now acts as the main commercial core with residential communities on either side of the spine.
Dargah Hazrat Khwaja Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki is its biggest landmark with many thousands of people coming to visit every year.
Zafar Mahal, the site this thesis aims to address is adjacent to the Dargah and despite being a monument of national importance, is not
known to most of the inhabitants of the village even by name.

Experience of the site: As soon as one enters the site, it feels an oasis, away from the hustle and bustle of the surrounding village and
the heat. When entering through the tiny gate within the huge gate, one is swept with a sense of awe as the 30 ft high spaces and the
enfilade of doorways straight ahead come into view.
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research into passive cooling principles in islamic architecture

As per the study ‘Integrated Conservation of Mehrauli Heritage Zone’ by the Delhi INTACH Chapter, the Mehrauli community has a large
number of people who have been migrating since the past four decades from Delhi’s neighboring states. A big chunk of the population
living there also migrated from Pakistan during the Partition. The term ‘Partition’ refers to when the British split India into India and Pakistan before leaving in 1947. At this time, many well-to-do families were uprooted from their homes and forced to travel upto Pakistan or
down to India to start over, depending on whether they were Hindu or Muslim. During my interviews with the migrants from Pakistan, it
was revealed that they stayed at the host for varying periods upto 5 years or so. They used to mostly live on the top floor on the structure
at the entrance of the site as the wind there was the most cooling. Eventually they built houses in the land surrounding the part of the
palace left today. In the recent past migrants have mostly been economically stressed people from villages close to Delhi coming to look
for menial jobs in the service industry for the posh areas surrounding the village.
Phoolon waalon ki sair is one of the popular festivals of the village and celebrates Hindu Muslim unity. The name translates to ‘the stroll of
the people with flowers’. It is based on the journey of the wife of one of the former Islamic Emperors. She vowed to present flowers to the
two main religious institutions of her time if her son, who had arrested by the British, was released. One of these was the Dargah which
stands adjacent to the host site and the other was Jogmaya Temple. The walk to the dargah and the temple is reenacted during a three
day festival which draws over thirty thousand people and symbolizes Hindu-Muslim bonding in the face of oppression. During this period,
heritage buildings along the walk are bedecked with flowers, the central spine of the village decorated and and fairs are set up.
Another mosque in the area, the Urs Auliya mosque, the first mosque built in Delhi, is also visited by over twenty thousand Muslims
during another festival known as the Urs festival annually.

1) The use of Mashrabbiyas: These projecting bay windows enclosed with carved wooden latticework were typically found on the upper
floors of residences. The constant flow of air from their three sides cooled the interior. Clay pots filled with drinking water were often kept
next to them and this enhanced the effect. They were also useful in converting the harsh glare of the sun to a soft dappled lighting when
it entered the building.
Socially, they allowed women to look out onto the surroundings around the residence while maintain privacy. The density of the screen
was dictated by the amount of privacy desired. The design of the latticework varied from region to region and was reflective of it’s time
and place.
2) The use of water: Traditionally, in Islamic architecture, water has always been used to provide cooling in hot and arid climates. Just the
presence of water was felt to be cooling and it was believed that wherever there was water, there would be life and as such, these water
bodies were surrounded by greenery and shade giving trees. Two types of water bodies played an important role - static and dynamic.
Static water was used to strengthen the visual axis and usually lead up to the main monument. Aesthetically, it also reflected the architecture surrounding it, thereby adding to the beauty of the place. Dynamic water flowing from one terraced section of the site to another
helped in demarcated different areas.
3) Punkahs: Punkah (derived from the word pankh which means a bird’s wing in Hindi), the first version of a fan in the middle east,
involved a person moving large swatches of heavy fabric to create wind to cool the nobility down. This could be done for each royal personage individually or over larger gatherings with the aid of a pulley system.

Image source:
left: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mashrabiya#/media/File:Mashrabiyya.jpg.
middle: Http://Www.afanews.com. http://www.afanews.com/articles/item/1054-furniture-collecting-in-louisiana#.XO2gq4hKgdV.
right: Https://Www.thehistoryhub.com. https://www.thehistoryhub.com/shalimar-gardens-lahore-facts-pictures.htm.
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about conservation and preservation in relation to host in india

program

Two main bodies which work with heritage sites in India are The Archeological Survey of India (ASI), affiliated with UNESCO, and Indian
National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH) affiliated with the United Nations. The host is a grade A protected monument
under the Ancient Monuments Preservation Act, 1904 under the purview of ASI.

The idea of creating a museum as workshop encompassing food, craft and heritage at the site is proposed as a way to reactivate the
collective memory of the surrounding community. It invites interaction of the people with all the layers of history embedded in the site,
to intermingle with each other, to create a dialogue with their own individual pasts and create a new one around the host.

ASI was formed by the Britishers during the era of the Raj and as such, was heavily influenced by the doctrines of John Ruskin and subsequently William Morris. Today it takes its guidelines from the Venice Charter. India does not have any charter of its own.

In the craft space which will be housed in the nearly intact existing structure, one can watch and connect with the master craftsmen
sitting and working there. Crafts such as miniature painting, screen work, weaving and so on from different times of the monument’s
history can be show cased over the year. On the top floor, people can take workshops from the craftsmen and learn the basics of the
techniques when they want to explore further. There are a lot of schools in the vicinity and this kind of a program may be of special
interest to the students. In a way this craft space also takes forward the concept of jeernodharanam by taking the craft which goes into
the making of the building i.e. the intabgible heritage into the future.

It is interesting to note that all these principles are clearly very much at odds with the contemporary ideas of preservation and adaptive reuse and one wonders that if an Indian Charter was to be floated, how the different thought processes would be amalgamated. As
of now, there are no specific rules in place which encourage the indigenous practices and as mentioned earlier, the host is a protected
monument and thus as per ASI, the interventions should follow guidelines laid down by the Venice Charter.
Till recently, as per regulations no changes to the host were allowed at all. However, ASI has been unable to protect the monument due
to ineffectual laws and the host is relentlessly being encroached upon and disappearing at an alarming rate. ASI is therefore now floating a proposal to create a museum at the host site. The details of this proposal are not very evident; from what has been gleaned so far
it seems it is supposed to be a Mughal Museum and the thought of taking any other period of the host’s history into account may not
have been considered yet.

Https://www.icomos.org. https://www.icomos.org/charters/charters.pdf.
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The exhibition area can be used to display the work of the people taking classes from the craftsmen, some permanent exhibits related
to the host’s history and new exhibitions of work which may directly be related to the site. The event space connected to the garden
area can be used as an extension of the exhibition or restaurant or used to hold events such as classical music concerts or others which
may be connected to the past as well.
More than anything, the environment should invite a pause, a place to sit, breathe and reflect since the whole site is a museum in a way.
The kiosks around the water will either talk about the history of the site, what used to happen in that area or give information about the
current functions or new additions to the space. They will also join some installation art pieces in emphasizing the role of indigenous
design practices in the new interventions as a way of making people aware of that part of the history.
PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

If the museum is successful, it may also start attracting tourists throughout the year rather than just during the summer months and as
such, may become a healthy source of income for the community too.

garden
food

event space

exhibition

craft

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Image source:

In the restaurant area, a similar concept applies to food. The menu, comprised of dishes from different eras can change every season to
expose people to food from the time of the Islamic Emperor to the refugees from 1947 to the first tomb from the 13th century encompassed within the site. Again, poeple can take classes and learn how to make this food too.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

INTACH feels that when it comes to the conservation and preservation of protected monuments, the international guidelines followed by
ASI should be continued to be adopted. However, when it’s a question of unprotected monuments, of which there are many more, the
NARA document should be taken into account and the meaning of authenticity from a national and cultural perspective should be considered. Here the ancient concept of jeernodharanam comes in – which when roughly explained is the idea that a building is a living organism and its soul resides in the space within it; and apart from addressing the regular wear and tear, its soul needs to be rejuvenated
as well, so every 12 years, jeernodharanam activities involving restoration and renovation of the structure and many other rituals should
be carried out. If one follows the NARA document, Indian practices stemming from the ancient traditions of local masons- the som
puras, the sthapatis and raj mistries should also be thought of. From an indigenous cultural perspective, the buildings are considered
to be tangible heritage while the craftsmanship which went into making them forms the intangible heritage. A lot of master craftsmen
today still follow the original methods of construction and if restoration is allowed, it gives them a chance to carry the traditions of their
ancestors forward and earn a good livelihood. Also, as per Indian philosophy, life is cyclical and not linear so differentiation between the
new and old may not be considered to be very relevant. INTACH, when proposing carrying out older conservation practices for some
unprotected monuments feels that this would allow them to become a part of ‘living heritage’.
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site analysis, design
development and
strategy
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found site documentation

Model of site in its current
ruined state

Plans, sections, axons and construction
details were found.
The site was then
measured again with
the found documentation as reference
and a 3d model was
then made based on
these, with subsequent changes
incorporated.

Image source:
Prasad, Ritu. “Towards an Architectural Rediscovery of the Palace of
the last Mughal, Zafar Mahal, Mehrauli.” Undergraduate Thesis, Centre
for Environmental Planning and Technology, 1997.
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form derivation from site analysis

Site geometry analysis

Dominant shapes found in the geometry

Islamic architecture usually follows very specific proportions. At this site, the following ratios were found:
1) 0.75x : 1x : 1.5x
2) 0/5x: 1x : 2x
All the new interventions inserted into the site are derived from and follow these proportions.
Play with dominant shapes and proportions found at
site to create joint details and screen design
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Geometry of water pools, seating, tree bases
and kiosks derived from the existing proportions
found in the architecture
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Design of new picture rail
being added derived from
the existing proportions
found in the architecture
Geometry of new paving being
added derived from the existing
proportions found in the architecture
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Design of new frames being
added derived from the existing proportions and dominant
shapes found in the architecture

Design of new structural supports being added derived from
the existing proportions and
dominant shapes found in the
architecture

Design of new furniture being added derived from the existing proportions found
in the architecture

Design of new railing being
added derived from the existing proportions found in
the architecture
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design strategy
Two forms of interventions are proposed.

Repair - to make it habitable once more

One is in the form of repair to the existing structure at the entrance which is still largely intact - it will be repaired enough to make it
habitable once again i.e. ceilings redone and basic systems of lighting, air-conditioning and so on put in place. Elevators and bridges are
added as per requirement to create good circulation. Keeping in mind that the whole site is considered to be a museum, the elevators
are glass such that interior can be viewed while traversing up and down. All the interventions are distinct from the original in terms of
the material and construction methods and disturb the host as less as possible.
The second type is in the form of a new layer of time being added to the existing ruin without touching it. All the existing layers of history are maintained as is and the idea of the gap between the old and the new is used to enhance this concept.
In the exhibition area, though the new roof being added rests on the old for structural support, it is distinct in terms of material and construction. A second floor hangs from this ceiling while also resting on corten steel members which create a clear interplay between the
host and the intervention. Its easily removable wooden screen and glass façade allows one to view and feel like a part of the site even
while being inside a tight envelope.
In the restaurant area a similar strategy of adding a new roof and glass walls is followed but in this case the roof is wooden and contemporary in design. In the event space, a simple structure comprising of a new roof and four columns is added above the newly formed
stage. Though its height is referenced from the surrounding structure there is a clear gap between this insertion and the host.
There is a gap between the walls and the new flooring wherever that is being added as well. The hand rails of the railings being added to
the host for safety and other purposes finish a few inches before the wall edges. The same ideology is carried on when thinking of the
water pools and new stair addition design. In some places, when moving from one level to another, the gaps are filled with water to take
the differentiation further.
In terms of new materials, off-white terrazzo is used for the flooring, steps, water pools and seats, concrete for columns (unplastered),
roofs and walls (plastered), teak wood for roofs and screens, corten steel for structural support and glass. Climatically white terrazzo
is a cooling material and it echoes the white marble used in the host earlier. Corten steel, though a very new material will decay over
time and intermingle with the existing decay of the site. Teak wood is an older material but used in a contemporary manner in the form
of screens for the exhibition space and covering for the restaurant area. White plastered concrete for the walls and roofs will be clearly
differentiated from the old while the hardware for the glass will be such that it all but disappears and becomes immaterial unless the
design requires otherwise.

Ruin left as found, adding a new layer of memory

The idea of mashrabbiya is taken forward in the south facing façade of the exhibition area in the form of a double wall system – the first
layer being a wall of wooden screens with a wall of glass behind that acting as the second layer. Both the layers will have some openable
portions to allow for natural ventilation when optimal. The screen design is derived from the existing geometry of the host.
Water is used in its static and dynamic form both as a part of the design intervention. It is interspersed with trees, seating and information kiosks and is used to lead people forward. In its dynamic form, it demarcates one area from the next and the new additions from
the host. A modern mechanized version of the punkah is used in the restaurant area to create cooling.
The design of the new forms being added is derived from the geometry of the site and the proportions found within it.
Even though the original function of the host is being changed from private to public, its essence as a place which provides succor, rest
and relaxation while being immersed in the arts remains the same.
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proposed
interventions
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View while entering from small door within in entrance gate. Original gate to to be used but put on a sliding
channel for wheelchair access when required.

View of reception area and bridge above from entrance
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View of event space from garden area

3rd floor view of musical instrument installation from the King’s time and TV screen showing videos of the
interviews with regfugees and their experince of the site - same space embedded with different histories
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2nd floor view of suspended floor and support giving corten steel window frames in exhibition area

1st floor view of the gap between the suspended ceiling and the
hostand the corten steel support for the suspended ceiling
Exhibition Area
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View of entrance to the exhibition area and the shaded path going to the restaurant area from it

View of entrance to restaurant area from exhibition area

View of toilets and exhibition area from restaurant area

View of restuarant area with punkahs hanging from the wooden ceiling
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View of water pools, seating and kiosks in the restaurant area

View of stage with seating above in event space. Gap between addition and original site clearly visible.

The glass bowls
were filled
with water and
topped with oil
and a wick was
floated for lighting. The amount
of water in the
bowl determined the circle
of light formed
underneath.

View of event space from restaurant area
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Night light exhibition showcasing ancient Mughal lighting methods
inside tomb.
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